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A map of kilometer-scale roughness shows that 

Orientale ejecta have a very distinctive roughness sig-
nature, while ejecta of other large impact basins do 
not. This is interpreted as a result of intensive seismic 
effect of the Orientale-forming impact. 

Introduction:  Large-scale impact events forming  
multi-ring basins on the Moon and other planetary bod-
ies have been long understood to cause significant 
seismic effects [e.g., 1], however particular morpholo-
gies caused by these effects have not been well docu-
mented (except some specific morphologies in a region 
antipodal to Caloris basin on Mercury and possibly in a 
region antipodal to Orientale on the Moon [1]), which 
is not surprising, because all large basins in the Solar 
System are old, and morphological details of that age 
have been obliterated and overprinted by younger fea-
tures. The total seismic energy deposited by a basing-
forming impact can be estimated [e.g., 2], however, the 
morphology is affected predominantly by the high-
frequency part of seismic energy, while energy parti-
tioning between different frequencies is poorly known 
[2]. Here I present an observational evidence that seis-
mic effects of basing-forming impacts do resurface the 
Moon at km scale globally. 

Kilometer-scale roughness maps:  Fig. 1 presents 
a km-scale roughness map of the Moon. I used data 
from laser altimeter LOLA [3] onboard LRO and 
mapped statistical parameters of topographic km-scale 
roughness in a way similar to that successfully applied 
for Mars in [4] and to the LOLA data in [5]. I calcu-
lated the second derivative ("curvature") of along-orbit 
topographic profiles at location of each LOLA laser 
shot. I used different baselines to calculate curvature, 
which allows comparison of roughness at different spa-
tial scales (see [4, 5] for detailed discussion). For the 
particular map in Fig. 1, I used two baselines: 0.46 km, 
(8 consecutive LOLA shots), and 1.8 km (32 shots). 
For each ¼º × ¼º map cell, I selected all data points 
within the cell and calculated the curvature-frequency 
distribution. I use the interquartile width of this distri-
bution as a measure of roughness. Asymmetry of the 
curvature-frequency distribution means prevalence of 
concave or convex topographic forms. The median of 
this distribution normalized by roughness was used as a 
measure of topographic concavity. Roughness at both 
baselines and concavity at the longer one are shown in 
Fig. 1 as an RGB color composite: roughness at longer 
and shorter baselines are coded in the red and green 
channels, respectively; brighter shades denote rougher 

surface. Concavity is coded in the blue channel. Bluish 
and pinkish shades denote prevalence of concave to-
pography, while yellow and green shades denote con-
cavity about zero. (Strong prevalence of convex forms 
is not observed on the Moon).  

Observations: The most obvious feature on the 
roughness map (Fig. 1) is the dichotomy between 
smooth (dark) maria and rough (brighter) highlands. 
After that, the most striking feature is Orientale basin 
with its prominent ejecta (Hevelius Formation). They 
are rougher (brighter, Fig. 1) than typical highlands. 
Ejecta appear in two zones; the proximal zone (light 
greenish) is rougher at the smaller scale; the distal zone 
(yellow) is rougher at the larger scale and has excep-
tionally low concavity in comparison to all other high-
land terrains. A set of rough near-radial rays is seen 
outside the distal zone. Orientale basin is unique; all 
other basins on the Moon do not have this prominent 
roughness signature, for instance, Imbrium ejecta (Fra 
Mauro Formation) are noticeably smoother than typical 
highlands. The unique strong roughness signature of 
Orientale begs for interpretation. 

Interpretation:  Orientale is the youngest basin of 
its size, and the roughness signature of its ejecta is best 
preserved. Ejecta of very old basins were completely 
modified by superposed impact craters and later ejecta; 
they became typical highlands. The best preservation 
alone, however, cannot account for the observed 
unique signature. Imbrium basin is only slightly older 
than Orientale: the difference of superposed impact 
crater density does not exceed a factor of 2 [6]. Never-
theless, Imbrium ejecta roughness signature is strik-
ingly different; moreover, it is not transitional between 
the roughness signatures of Orientale ejecta and that of 
typical highlands. Schrödinger, a small basin presuma-
bly postdating Imbrium and predating Orientale im-
pacts [6] also does not show an expressive roughness 
signature. Thus, some geologically quick (because of 
small age difference) and powerful process other than 
simple gradual accumulation of small impacts is re-
sponsible for effective smoothing of all impact basin 
ejecta except Orientale. 

It is natural to suggest that the basin-forming im-
pact itself causes such a process: formation of each 
new basin erases roughness signature of all predating 
basins, Orientale being the last and hence preserved. I 
suggest that this impact-caused process is intensive 
global seismic shaking. Estimates in [1] show that the 
first (the strongest) seismic waves always pass before 
emplacement of ejecta. These waves mobilize the sur-
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face material and promote intensive downslope move-
ment for kilometer-scale and shorter slopes, and 
smooth fill of local lows. This simultaneously causes 
both smoothing and increase of concavity at these 
scales. Removal of Orientale ejecta roughness signa-
ture requires movement of 10s-m-thick layers over sub-
km-scale distances. 

Small-scale (decameters) morphologies characteris-
tic of this intensive downwasting (landslides etc.) were 
obliterated and overprinted by subsequent smaller-
scale impacts and regolith gardening, but the signature 
of intensive downwasting was preserved at kilometer 
scales and revealed by the roughness map. Obliteration 
of old decameter-scale morphologies is obvious in 
high-resolution images; it is also evident from 0.12-km 
baseline roughness (not shown here; see [5]): it has 
much narrower variability (highlands and maria are 
similar), except for the youngest (Copernican) craters 
[5].  

Discussion and Predictions: Removal of Seismic 
shaking would have a strong effect, if surface accelera-
tion due to seismic waves approaches or exceeds grav-
ity. This means that higher-frequency seismic waves 
are much more efficient. Rough estimates in [1] gave 
~1 m-scale displacements and ~1 m s-1 velocities; for 
~1 Hz-scale frequencies this would lead to sufficient 
acceleration.  

No post-Orientale impact on the Moon was large 
enough to cause global resurfacing. However, it is very 
probable that the seismic affects left local observable 
traces in proximities to large impact craters. It is prob-
able that some weird morphologies observed at high-
resolution in Copernican craters have seismic origin.  

Despite stronger gravity, it is reasonable to expect a 
similar roughness signature of the youngest big impact 
basin on Mercury. Hopefully, we will see this soon 
with MLA/MESSENGER data. On Mars, the largest 
terrestrial planet preserved ancient crust and impact 
basins, the roughness signature of the basin ejecta is 
completely overprinted by later modification [4]. For 
Vesta and Ceres with their significantly lower gravity 
and smaller size (meaning higher seismic energy den-
sity for the same impact energy), much smaller and 
hence much younger impacts can cause global resurfac-
ing. It is possible that morphological traces of early 
history of these bodies are obliterated by numerous 
global resurfacing events. However, scaling to Ceres 
and Vesta may be not straightforward: probable sub-
sonic impact velocities may lead to significantly differ-
ent partitioning of seismic energy. For small asteroids, 
seismic shaking has been recognized as the mechanism 
of global resurfacing [e.g. 7].  
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Fig. 1. Color-composite map of kilometer-scale roughness of 
the Moon. Red and Green channels show roughness at 1.8 
and 0.46 km baselines, respectively; brighter shades denote 
rougher surface; Blue channel shows concavity at 1.8 km 
baseline. Lambert azimuthal equal-area projection centered 
at the centers of the near (upper pane) and far (lower pane) 
sides; each pane covers ~80% of the Moon with overlaps, so 
Orientale basin and its ejecta are well seen in both panes. O, 
Mare Orientale; I, Mare Imbrium; S, Schrödinger. 
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